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We are proud to have a staff of 
knowledgeable and dedicated  

individuals who are happy to offer  
expert personalized service:  

let us help you find the perfect gift  
for every reader in your life.  

Stop by our store to discover a vast 
assortment of books that will meet  

your interests and needs. 

Privacy Statement:  
Any information provided with orders  
will be used only to fulfill your order.  

We do not collect or use this information  
for any other purposes, unless you request to be put  

on our mailing list.

Please contact our bookstore for any questions  
about the titles featured — or to order books.

If you have any questions or comments  
about using the digital catalogue, contact: 

mail@booksforeverybody.com.

To take full advantage of the features this catalogue offers, we recommend you install the most recent  
version of Adobe Reader ©. Download it for free here: http://get.adobe.com/reader/  

                        HOW TO ORDER
Just click on the order box below each title and fill in the number of copies you want. This will be automatically added to the order form 
(on page 13) . When you’ve browsed through the catalogue, check your order form to confirm your selections. Fill in the requested 
contact information and send it to us by clicking on the Submit by Email button. 

When your request is received we will contact you to confirm the order and process your payment. You can also print out a copy for 

your records or to bring with you when you visit our store. And you can even forward this catalogue to friends. 

Please note: Publishers make every effort to hold the prices listed in the catalogue but some variations may occur. 
Applicable taxes are not shown in the catalogue.

W e lc o m e  to  o u r  
2 0 1 4  c ata lo g u e !

It’s an easy and relaxing way to organize your holiday 
or personal shopping from a selection of the season’s 
most outstanding books. Browse this catalogue and 
email your order directly to us.

s u p p o r t  y o u r  I n d e p e n d e n t  B o o k s e l l e r

Fall 2014 Books For Everybody Young Readers Edition provides  

a selection of the latest books for young readers of all ages  

and diverse reading interests, all available from your local  

independently owned bookstore. 
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A Canadian Jingle Bells   
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The 

Scarecrows’ 

Wedding

Julia 

Donaldson; 

Axel Scheffler, 

illus. 

Join Betty 

O’Barley 

and Harry 

O’Hay, who are celebrating “the best wedding yet, 

a wedding that no one will ever forget.” From the 

creators of The Gruffalo. Ages 4–8. $18.99 hc 
love, farm life • colour illus. throughout, 32 pp. 

978-0-545-72606-1 (Scholastic)

First Hockey 

Words

Per-Henrik Gürth

This vibrantly 

illustrated 

vocabulary 

book takes little 

readers through 

the basic terms 

of the good ol’ 

hockey game, from “breakaway” to “power play” 

to “Zamboni.” Ages 2–5. $15.95 hc 

sports, concepts • colour illus. throughout, 32 pp. 

978-1-77138-114-7 (Kids Can Press)

SHOPPING ORGANIZER2Y

The Secret Life of Squirrels

Nancy Rose

The talented Mr. Peanuts is lonely, so he invites Cousin Squirrel to visit 

and join him in his favourite activities. This delightful storybook featuring 

a real life American Red Squirrel in handcrafted settings by Bedford, NS 

photographer Nancy Rose will charm and delight. An irresistible

modern-day Beatrix Potter for all ages. Ages 3–7. $19.99 hc Oct.

friendship, animals • colour photos throughout, 32 pp.

 978-0-670-06822-7 (Puffin Canada)

The Boy in Number Four

Kara Kootstra; Regan Thomson, illus.

A new family classic celebrating the best game on earth through the 

journey of one of hockey’s greatest players, Bobby Orr. Rhyming text 

and illustrations based on photographs of a young Orr will delight 

children and hockey-loving adults alike. Ages 3–7. $19.99 hc 
hockey, sportsmanship, commitment • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-0-670-06713-8 (Puffin Canada)

YOUNG READERS 

Stick Man 

& Other 

Stories 

Gift Set

Julia Donaldson; 

Axel Scheffler, illus. 

Gorgeous mini gift 

editions of Stick Man, 

Tabby McTat and 

The Highway Rat by 

the bestselling duo. 

Ages 2–7. $17.99 pb
box set, humour • colour illus. throughout, 

96 pp. 978-1-407-14299-9 (Scholastic)
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are indicated with the  symbol. 

All prices listed are the publishers’ 

most up-to-date suggested retail 

prices available at the time of printing 

of this gift guide. 

Publishers make every effort to hold 

these prices, but sometimes changes 

may be necessary. 



Good 

Morning, 

Canada

Andrea Lynn 

Beck

Send out a 

good morning 

to young 

Canadians 

from coast to 

coast in this companion to Goodnight, Canada. 

Ages 3–7. $16.99 hc  
people & places, Canada • colour illus. 

throughout, 32 pp. 978-1-4431-3323-4 

(Scholastic Canada)

Goodnight, 

You

Geneviève 

Côté 

Piggy and 

Bunny have 

a campout 

and imagine 

various scary 

scenarios 

and how they might deal with them, delightfully 

acknowledging the other’s deepest fears and 

worries. Ages 2 and up. $16.95 hc 

animals, emotions & feelings • colour illus. 

throughout, 32 pp. 978-1-77138-050-8 

(Kids Can Press)

Dojo 

Daycare

Chris Tougas

Mayhem 

ensues in 

rollicking 

rhyme and 

rhythm when 

six young 

ninjas arrive 

at daycare. 

KABOOM! KAPOW! This is an unbeatably 

boisterous read-aloud. Ages 3–7. $16.95 hc  

daycare, character development • colour illus. 

throughout, 32 pp. 978-1-77147-057-5 

(Owlkids Books)

If Kids Ruled the World

Linda Bailey; David Huyck, illus.

A showcase of the fantastical and fun results 

of a kid-designed world, from trampoline 

sidewalks to recess school to a tree house in 

every tree. Ages 3–7. $18.95 hc 
imagination, play • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-1-55453-591-0 

(Kids Can Press)

3Y CANADIAN AUTHOR 

Winter Moon 

Song

Martha Brooks;

Leticia 

Ruifernández, illus.

A beautifully 

illustrated picture 

book from award-

winning author 

Martha Brooks 

about a little 

rabbit who finds a special way to brighten the 

darkest month of the year. Ages 4–7. $18.95 hc 

fairy tales,  folklore • colour illus. throughout, 

40 pp. 978-1-55498-320-9 (Groundwood Books)

Dashing Through the Snow: 

A Canadian Jingle Bells

Helaine Becker; Werner Zimmermann, illus.

The bestselling team who brought you A Porcupine 

in a Pine Tree are back with a new holiday classic.

Sing along with Porcupine and his friends as 

they soar through the Northern Lights in this 

Canadian-inspired version of “Jingle Bells.” 

Ages 3–7. $16.99 hc  Oct.

holidays & celebrations, Christmas • colour illus. 

throughout, 32 pp. 978-1-4431-2452-2 

(Scholastic Canada)

Loula and the 

Sister Recipe

Anne Villeneuve

When her parents 

politely refuse to 

“make” her a little 

sister, Loula takes 

matters into her 

own hands and 

concocts her own 

Sister Recipe. Ages 

3–7. $18.95 hc 

family, siblings • colour illus. throughout, 32 pp. 

978-1-77138-113-0 (Kids Can Press)

Wow Wow 

and 

Haw Haw

George 

Murray; 

Michael 

Pittman, 

illus. 

In this charming adaptation of Celtic legend, 

determined little fox and his friend crow team up 

to find a funny solution to Wow Wow’s itchy fur. 

Ages 3–7.  $19.95 hc 

18 colour illus. 36 pp. 

978-1-55081-462-0 (Breakwater Books)

Fox and Squirrel 

Make a Friend

Ruth Ohi

It’s easy to feel left out when a new friend 

comes into the picture, but maybe with a 

little effort, there is room for someone else 

in Fox and Squirrel’s friendship? Ages 3–7. 

$14.99 hc 
friendship, emotions & feelings • colour illus. 

throughout, 32 pp. 978-1-4431-3320-3 

(Scholastic Canada)

rabbit who finds a special way to brighten the 

In this charming adaptation of Celtic legend, 

YOUNG READERS 



Peach Girl

Raymond Nakamura; Rebecca Bender, illus.

Springing from a peach on the doorstep of a very 

surprised farmer and her husband, Momoko is 

here to make the world a better place. Warned 

of a fierce local ogre, the feisty girl sets out with 

a pocketful of peach dumplings to make new 

friends and learn the truth for herself. 

Ages 5 and up. $19.95 hc 
courage, friendship • 27 colour illus. 32 pp. 

978-1-927485-58-3 (Pajama Press)

SHOPPING ORGANIZER4Y

Unnatural Selections

Wallace Edwards 

Wallace Edwards invites us into the world of 

Professor I.B. Doodling, a travelling artist who 

takes suggestions from schoolchildren in order 

to create fantastical hybrid animals. Sure to 

inspire the imagination, Edwards’s intricate 

illustrations invite you to pore over them again 

and again. Ages 4 and up. $19.95 hc  Oct.
imagination & play • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-1-45980-555-2 (Orca Book 

Sam and Dave Dig a Hole

Mac Barnett; Jon Klassen, illus. 

With perfect pacing, the multi-award-winning, New York Times 

best-selling team of Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen dig down for 

a deadpan tale full of visual humour.

Sam and Dave are on a mission. A mission to find something 

spectacular. So they dig a hole. And they keep digging. 

And they find . . . nothing. Yet the day turns out to be pretty 

spectacular after all. Attentive readers will be rewarded with 

a rare treasure in this witty story of looking for the extraordinary 

and finding it in a manner you’d never expect. Ages 4–8. 

$19.00 hc  Oct.
juvenile imagination, play • colour illus. throughout, 

40 pp. 978-0-7636-6229-5 (Candlewick Press)

         

        Also available:

I Want My Hat Back, Jon Klassen, 40 pp. 

978-0-7636-5598-3 $18.00 hc

This Is Not My Hat, Jon Klassen  40 pp. 

978-0-7636-

5599-0 $18.00 hc

Jon Klassen is the first 

Canadian winner of 

the prestigious 

Kate Greenaway Medal

4Y YOUNG READERS 

5599-0 $18.00 hc

Jon Klassen is the first 

Canadian winner of 

the prestigious 

Kate Greenaway Medal
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5Y CANADIAN AUTHOR 

Simply 

Fantastic

Ana Gerhard; 

Claudia 

Legnazzi, illus.

The works 

of Mozart, 

Tchaikovsky, 

Verdi and 

others are 

introduced through magical beings from legends 

and classic tales—including gnomes, fairies and 

wizards—that inspired the composers. 

Ages 7–9. $22.95 hc/cd 
classical music, myths & legends • 20 colour illus. 

72 pp. 978-2-924217-21-4 (The Secret Mountain)

Bear on the Homefront

Stephanie Innes & Harry Endrulat; 

Brian Deines, illus.

A Bear in War’s famous teddy returns to help English 

children travel to host families on the Canadian 

homefront during World War II. When two home-

sick children need a friend, Teddy bravely leaves his 

beloved Aileen to comfort them. But the war seems 

endless. Will Teddy and the children ever return to 

their homes again? Ages 5 and up. $19.95 hc 
World War II, compassion • 14 colour illus., 2 b&w 

photos, 32 pp. 978-1-927485-13-2 (Pajama Press)

To This Day: 

For the Bullied and Beautiful

Shane Koyczan

This authentic rallying cry for anyone who 

has been affected by bullying expresses its 

devastating effects as well as the inspiration 

to move forward. Ages 11 and up. 

$19.95 hc 
bullying, self-esteem • 31 colour illus. 72 pp. 

978-1-55451-639-1 (Annick Press)

Goodnight 

Songs

Margaret 

Wise Brown

From the 

author of 

the beloved 

classic 

Goodnight 

Moon 

comes a 

new collection of charming lullabies, gorgeously 

illustrated by 12 award-winning artists and 

accompanied by a cd. Ages 3–6. $19.95 hc/cd 
bedtime, music • colour illus. throughout, 

28 pp. 978-1-4549-0446-5 (Sterling Publishing)

I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly 

Alan Mills, songs; PisHier, illus.; 

Thomas Hellman & Émilie Clepper, singers 

The children’s classic “I Know an Old Lady Who 

Swallowed a Fly,” for which Canadian singer-

songwriter Alan Mills is best known, is the first 

in a potpourri of simple, singable songs, often 

focusing on numbers and letters. Features 

illustrations of hysterically funny animal 

characters. Ages 3–5. $22.95 hc/cd 
folk music, humour • 21 colour illus. 46 pp. 

978-2-924217-23-8 (The Secret Mountain)

Julia, Child

Kyo Maclear; Julie Morstad, illus.

Young friends Julia and Simca don’t want to turn 

into big, busy people who worry too much and 

dawdle too little, so they decide to create a feast 

for staying—and growing—young. This playful, 

fictional tale is loosely inspired by the life and 

spirit of the real Julia Child. All ages. $19.99 hc 
friendship, cooking • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-1-77049-449-7 (Tundra Books)

Julia, Child

introduced through magical beings from legends 

Bear on the Homefront

Music is for Everyone

Jill Barber; Sydney Smith, illus.

Singer-songwriter Jill Barber and artist Sydney 

Smith take us through various genres of music— 

hip-hop, jazz, classical, folk—as well as different 

instruments in this colourful, energetic rhyming 

tour. Sydney Smith’s gleeful illustrations capture 

all the joy that comes from making music—in all 

its forms. Ages 4 –8. $19.95 hc 
music, performing arts • colour illus. throughout, 

32 pp. 978-1-771081-50-4 (Nimbus Publishing)

To This Day: 

YOUNG READERS 



Fun Facts & Silly Stories 3

Compiled by Ripley Publishing

The third book in this popular children’s series

is filled with more of the wacky facts, funny 

stories and crazy pictures that children love. 

From surfing dogs, amazing collections and 

mythical beasts, the stories and pictures in this 

title are sure to amaze. Ages 7–10. $8.99 pb Oct.

reference, humour • colour photos & illus. 

throughout, 224 pp. 978-1-60991-116-4 

(Ripley Publishing)

SHOPPING ORGANIZER6Y

If: A Mind-Bending New Way of 

Looking at Big Ideas and Numbers

David J. Smith; Steve Adams, illus.

The author of If the World Were a Village 

scales down big concepts in space, time 

and humanity, and invites us to see the world 

in a mind-bending new way. Ages 8 –12. 

$19.95 hc 
concepts, people & places • colour illus. 

throughout, 40 pp. 978-1-894786-34-8 

(Kids Can Press)

Fun Facts and Silly Stories: 

The Big One!

Compiled by Ripley Publishing

A brand new large-format title in this popular 

series is packed with crazy stories, extraordinary 

facts and amazing pictures. Read about a 

snowboarding dog or strange events like fish 

falling from the sky. This book is filled with fun 

and engaging stories that are sure to entertain 

and amaze for hours. Ages 7–10. $20.95 hc
reference, humour • colour photos & illus. 

throughout, 144 pp. 978-1-60991-118-8 

(Ripley Publishing)

Fun Facts and Silly Stories: 

A Brush Full of Colour: 

The World of Ted Harrison

Margriet Ruurs & Katherine Gibson

In this beautifully designed gift book, readers 

of all ages will learn how a passion for learning 

and adventure saved one young man from a 

future in England’s coal mines and led him to 

become the most famous painter of the Yukon. 

Ted Harrison’s bright, distinctive paintings of 

Canada’s north are known worldwide, but this 

is the first time the artist’s story has been told 

in picture book form. Ted’s early travels around 

the world, first in the British Intelligence and 

later as a teacher, are illustrated with family 

photographs and Ted’s own paintings, which 

change and develop with the new techniques 

that inspired him everywhere he lived. But it 

was in the Yukon, where he settled at last to 

raise a family, that Ted developed the style 

for which he is beloved today. Ages 6 and up. 

$22.95 hc  
art, Yukon • 35 colour illus. and 5 b&w photos, 

40 pp. 978-1-927485-63-7 

(Pajama Press)

YOUNG READERS 

Fun Facts & Silly Stories 3



Star Wars™: 

Jedi Academy #2: 

Return of 

the Padawan

Jeffrey Brown

In middle school in a 

galaxy far, far away, 

young Roan must 

master pilot training 

and resist the bullies 

who are trying to lead 

him to the “dark side.” 

Ages 8 –12. $13.99 hc
action & adventure, social issues • 176 pp. 

978-0-545-62125-0 (Scholastic)

Sisters

Raina Telgemeier

In this companion 

to the bestselling 

Smile, Raina 

Telgemeier explores 

the complicated 

relationship between 

sisters during a 

fateful family road 

trip. Ages 8–12. 

$11.99 pb; $26.99 hc

family issues, humour • colour illus. throughout, 

208 pp. 978-0-545-54060-5 pb;

978-0-545-54059-9 hc (Scholastic)

Captain 

Underpants and 

the Tyrannical 

Retaliation of 

the Turbo Toilet 

2000

Dav Pilkey

In this 11th epic 

Captain Underpants 

adventure, George 

and Harold think 

their toilet troubles 

are over. Unfortunately, their porcelain problems 

are only beginning. Ages 7 and up. $10.99 hc 
humour, action & adventure • b&w illus. 

throughout, 224 pp. 978-0-545-50490-4 

Jasper John Dooley: Left Behind, the latest 

in Caroline Adderson’s series, conveys how 

it feels to miss someone terribly, as young 

Jasper deals with being apart from Nan, 

who has gone away on an Alaskan cruise. 

Ages 7–10. $8.95 pb 

imagination & play • b&w illus. 

throughout, 132 pp. 978-1-77138-150-5 

(Kids Can Press)

7Y CANADIAN AUTHOR 

Timmy Failure: We Meet Again

Stephan Pastis

From the New York Times best-selling creator 

of Timmy Failure comes a third adventure about 

the comically overconfident sleuth. . . . 

His name is Failure. Timmy Failure. And his 

detective agency is on the verge of global 

domination. Global riches. Global fame. 

And yet the gods keep throwing him curve-

balls: for starters, academic probation. The 

coveted Miracle Report is the key to everything, 

including a good grade. It’s dirty business. It’s 

best you know nothing. But one thing is for 

sure: Timmy Failure will be triumphant again! 

Ages 8 –12. $14.99 hc Oct.

juvenile mystery, humour • b&w illus. 

throughout, 272 pp. 978-0-7636-7375-8 

(Candlewick Press)

Also available:

 No.1:  Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made 

304 pp. 978-0-7636-6050-5 $14.99 hc

 No.2:  Timmy Failure:  Now Look What 
You’ve Done
288 pp. 978-0-7636-6051-2 $14.99 hc

family issues, humour • colour illus. throughout, family issues, humour • colour illus. throughout, family issues, humour

are over. Unfortunately, their porcelain problems 

YOUNG READERS 
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Gottika

Helaine Becker; 

Alexander 

Griggs-Burr, illus.

When Dany’s father is 

framed for the brutal 

murder of Gottika’s 

Princess Avivia, Dany 

is forced to confront 

his family’s dark secret 

—the knowledge to 

transform clay into a 

terrifying weapon. Ages 11–13. $12.95 pb 
dystopia, fantasy • 240 pp. 

978-1-77086-391-0 (Dancing Cat Books)

Amulet Book Six: 

Escape From Lucien

Kazu Kibuishi

The battle with the Elf King is far from over. 

Emily, Navin and their friends find brand 

new enemies in Lucien, a mysterious city, 

ravaged by war. Ages 8–12. $13.99 pb 

fantasy & magic, action & adventure • 

colour illus. throughout, 256 pp. 

978-0-545-43315-0 (Scholastic Canada)

The Iron Trial: 

Book 1 of the Magisterium

Holly Black & Cassandra Clare

In this series debut, a young boy with the gift 

of magic enters the Magisterium – an exciting 

yet sinister place with dark ties to his past, 

and a twisty path to his future. Ages 8–12. 

$19.99 hc 
fantasy & magic, social issues, friendship • 

304 pp. 978-0-545-52225-0 

(Scholastic)

SHOPPING ORGANIZER8Y

Jake and the Giant 

Hand: Weird Stories 

Gone Wrong, Book 1

Philippa Dowding

Jake doesn’t believe a 

giant’s hand was found 

near his grandfather’s 

farm, but then Jake 

notices giant flies buzzing 

around—and his Grandpa 

starts acting secretive. 

Ages 9–12. $9.99 pb 
tall tales, ghost stories • 4 b&w illus. 136 pp. 

978-1-45972-421-1 (Dundurn Press)

The Neil Flambé 

Capers Collection

Kevin Sylvester

Neil Flambé is a

superstar teen chef 

whose culinary 

capabilities are 

matched only by 

his ability to solve 

mysteries. From Japan

to Mexico, Neil follows 

his passions – and his nose – to decode clues and 

crack cases. Ages 8–12. $31.99 pb  Oct.
mystery, cooking, adventure • b&w illus. 

throughout, 1,344 pp. (4 books) 

978-1-4814-3238-2 (Simon & Schuster Canada)

his passions – and his nose – to decode clues and 

In Glen Huser’s The Elevator Ghost, the 

eccentric babysitter with a knack for eerie 

storytelling turns out to have a connection to 

the ghost that haunts the Blatchford Arms’ old 

elevator. Ages 8 –11. $14.95 hc; $9.95 pb 
storytelling, ghosts • b&w illus. throughout, 

168 pp. 978-1-55498-42-51 hc; 

978-1-55498-426-8 pb 

(Groundwood Books)

Bad Magic

Pseudonymous Bosch

This book launches an exciting new mystery 

adventure trilogy that will have you believing 

in the unbelievable. New from elusive and 

bestselling author Pseudonymous Bosch. 

Ages 8–12. $19.00 hc
magic, adventure • b&w illus. throughout, 

400 pp. 978-0-316-32038-2 

(Little Brown Books for Young Readers/HBG)

Bad Magic

YOUNG READERS 

The Iron Trial: 

Amulet Book Six: 
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Walking Home

Eric Walters

Sudden political violence in Kenya leaves 13-

year-old Muchoki and his younger sister, Jata, 

without a father and a home. They must leave 

their ailing mother in a refugee camp and set 

off on what seems like an impossible journey: 

to walk hundreds of kilometres to find their last 

remaining family. Ages 10 and up. $12.99 pb 
Africa, family • 304 pp. 978-0-385-68157-5

(Doubleday Canada)

9Y

The Madman of Piney Woods

Christopher Paul Curtis

In Buxton, Ontario, a settlement of runaway 

slaves, two young boys, one black and one Irish, 

find solace in their friendship, despite the 

disapproval of elders who are forever scarred 

by their pasts. Ages 8 –12. $18.99 hc  Oct.

action & adventure, historical fiction • 384 pp. 

978-1-4431-3912-0 (Scholastic Canada)

A Year in the Life of a 

Total and Complete Genius

Stacey Matson

This genius series debut is a fresh and funny 

story about a boy whose bad luck can’t dampen 

his spirit—or his love of writing. Ages 9–12. 

$14.99 hc 
humour, social issues • 272 pp. 

978-1-4431-3317-3 (Scholastic Canada)

A Year in the Life of a The Madman of Piney Woods Walking Home

YOUNG READERS 

Seven Sequel 

Bundle 
 978-1-45980-825-6 $64.95 pb 

Broken Arrow

John Wilson 
978-1-45980-540-8 $10.95 pb

Coda 

Ted Staunton 
978-1-45980-549-1 $10.95 pb

Double You 

Shane Peacock 
978-1-45980-534-7 $10.95 pb

From the Dead 

Norah McClintock 
978-1-45980-537-8 $10.95 pb

Sleeper 

Eric Walters 
978-1-45980-543-9 $10.95 pb

Tin Soldier 

Simon Brouwer 
978-1-45980-546-0 $10.95 pb

Wolf and Me 

Richard Scrimger 
978-1-45980-531-6 $10.95 pb

Seven Sequels

Eric Walters, Shane Peacock, Ted Staunton, Sigmund Brouwer, 

Norah McClintock, Richard Scrimger, John Wilson

The follow-up to the bestselling Seven (the series). A visit to their grandfather’s 

cottage leads seven grandsons to a hidden cache of passports and foreign 

currency. Was their beloved grandfather a spy, or even worse, a double agent? 

Determined to unearth the true story of their grandfather’s mysterious past, 

the seven cousins set off on seven new adventures that will take readers from 

the cobblestones of Cambridge to the beaches of Uruguay. Eric Walters, John 

Wilson, Ted Staunton, Richard Scrimger, Norah McClintock, Sigmund Brouwer 

and Shane Peacock of the bestselling Seven (the series) return with their 

signature writing styles. Also available in audio. Ages 10 and up.  Oct.
family, adventure •  (Orca Book Publishers)

 CANADIAN AUTHOR 



Blue Lily, Lily Blue: Raven Cycle #3

Maggie Stiefvater

Blue, a girl with psychic power, and the Raven Boys, 

a group of private school friends, each with a secret 

of his own, continue their twisted quest to unlock 

age-old mysteries in Henrietta, a town seething with paranormal energy. 

Ages 14 and up. $19.99 hc Nov.
fantasy, love & romance, myths & legends • 

400 pp. 978-0-545-42496-7 (Scholastic)

Also Available:

Raven Cycle #1: The Raven Boys 

416 pp. 978-0-545-42493-6 $10.99 pb

Raven Cycle #2: The Dream Thieves

 448 pp. 978-0-545-42495-0 $10.99 pb Oct.

SHOPPING ORGANIZER10Y

Bone, Fog, Ash & Star: 

The Last Days of Tian Di, Book III 

Catherine Egan

“Yours is the lonely road. You will lose all 

those you love. You will cut out your own 

heart.” In the breathtaking conclusion to the 

epic trilogy, sorceress Eliza Tok finally faces 

the terrible prophecy made for her when she 

was twelve. Ages 12 and up. $12.95 pb  
fantasy, quest • 320 pp. 978-1-55050-593-1 

(Coteau Books)

Also available: 

Shade & Sorceress (Book I) 

352 pp. 978-1-55050-514-6 • $12.95 pb

The Unmaking (Book II) 

248 pp. 978-1-55050-559-7 • $12.95 pb

The Last Days of Tian Di, Book III 

Sinner

Maggie Stiefvater

In this breathtaking 

companion to the 

Shiver Trilogy, 

enigmatic Cole and 

troubled Isabel try 

to reinvent them-

selves amidst the 

sunny beaches and 

addictive nightlife 

of L.A. Ages 14 

and up. $19.99 hc
love & romance, fantasy & magic • 368 pp. 

978-0-545-65457-9 (Scholastic)

Twist of the Blade: 

The Shards of 

Excalibur, Book II 

Edward Willett

Ariane and Wally must 

travel to France, and go 

deep underground, to find the second Shard 

of Excalibur . . . before Rex Major can get his 

hands on it. Ages 13 and up. $14.95 pb 
fantasy, quest • 288 pp. 978-1-55050-599-3 

(Coteau Books)

          Also available: 

Song of the Sword, Book I 

288 pp. 978-1-55050-580-1 $14.95 pb

Twist of the Blade: 

travel to France, and go 

YOUNG READERS 

F
ic

tio
n

The Sweetest Thing You Can Sing

C.K. Kelly Martin

Serena was able to avoid being exploited by

a boyfriend on video, but some of her friends 

were not so lucky. They make a no-more-guys 

pact; so, what is Serena going to tell her 

friends when a new guy comes into her life? 

Ages 13 and up. $14.95 pb 

teen issues, sex & love • 256 pp. 

978-1-77086-411-5 (Dancing Cat Books)

Bone, Fog, Ash & Star: 



11Yyoung readers 

Adams, Steve, illus. ........................................6Y
Adderson, Caroline ........................................7Y
Amulet Book Six: Escape From Lucien ...........8Y
Bad Magic ....................................................8Y
Bailey, Linda  .................................................3Y
Barber, Jill ......................................................5Y
Barnett, Mac  ................................................4Y
Bear on the Homefront .................................5Y
Beck, Andrea Lynn  .........................................3Y
Becker, Helaine.........................................3Y, 8Y
Bender, Rebecca, illus. ....................................4Y
Black,Holly ....................................................8Y
Blue Lily, Lily Blue: Raven Cycle 3 ................10Y
Bone, Fog, Ash & Star: ................................10Y
Bosch, Pseudonymous ...................................8Y
Boy in Number Four, The ..............................2Y
Broken Arrow ...............................................9Y
Brooks, Martha ..............................................3Y
Brouwer, Sigmund..........................................9Y
Brown, Jeffrey ................................................7Y
Brown, Margaret Wise  ...................................5Y
Brush Full of Colour, A ..................................6Y
Captain Underpants and the Tyrannical  
     Retaliation of the Turbo Toilet 2000 ...........7Y
Clare, Cassandra  ..........................................8Y
Clepper, Émilie, singer ....................................5Y
Coda ............................................................9Y
Côté, Geneviève  ............................................3Y
Curtis, Christopher Paul  .................................9Y
Dashing Through the Snow ..........................3Y
Deines, Brian, illus. .........................................5Y
Dojo Daycare ................................................3Y
Donaldson, Julia ............................................2Y
Double You ...................................................9Y
Dowding, Philippa .........................................8Y
Edwards, Wallace ..........................................4Y
Egan, Catherine  ..........................................10Y
Elevator Ghost, The ......................................8Y
Endrulat, Harry ..............................................5Y
First Hockey Words ......................................2Y
Fox and Squirrel Make a Friend .....................3Y
From the Dead..............................................9Y
Fun Facts & Silly Stories 3 ..............................6Y
Fun Facts and Silly Stories: THE BIG ONE! .....6Y
Gerhard, Ana ................................................5Y
Gibson, Katherine ..........................................6Y
Good Morning, Canada ................................3Y
Goodnight Songs .........................................5Y
Goodnight, You ............................................3Y 
Gottika .........................................................8Y
Griggs-Burr, Alexander, illus. ...........................8Y
Gürth, Per-Henrik...........................................2Y
Hellman, Thomas, singer ................................5Y
Huser, Glen ....................................................8Y
Huyck, David, illus. .........................................3Y
I Know An Old Lady Who Swallowed A Fly .....5Y
I Want My Hat Back ......................................4Y
If Kids Ruled the World .................................3Y
If ...................................................................6Y
Innes, Stephanie ............................................5Y  
Iron Trial: Book 1 of the Magisterium, The  ....8Y
Jake and the Giant Hand ...............................8Y
Jasper John Dooley: Left Behind ....................7Y
Julia, Child ....................................................5Y
Kibuishi,Kazu  ................................................8Y
Klassen, Jon ...................................................4Y
Kootstra, Kara ...............................................2Y
Koyczan, Shane .............................................5Y
Last Days of Tian Di, The (series) .................10Y
Legnazzi, Claudia, illus. ..................................5Y
Loula and the Sister Recipe ...........................3Y

Maclear, Kyo .................................................5Y 

Madman of Piney Woods, The  ......................9Y

Martin, C.K. Kelly .........................................10Y

Matson, Stacey ..............................................9Y

McClintock, Norah .........................................9Y

Mills, Alan, songs ...........................................5Y

Morstad, Julie, illus. ........................................5Y

Murray, George .............................................3Y  

Music is for Everyone ....................................5Y

Nakamura, Raymond ....................................4Y

Ohi, Ruth ......................................................3Y

Pastis, Stephan .............................................7Y

Peach Girl .....................................................4Y

Peacock, Shane .............................................9Y

Pilkey, Dav .....................................................7Y

PisHier, illus. ..................................................5Y 

Pittman, Michael, illus. ...................................3Y

Ripley Publishing .........................................6Y

Rose, Nancy ..................................................2Y

Ruurs, Margriet ..............................................6Y

Sam & Dave Dig a Hole .................................4Y

Scarecrows’ Wedding, The  ..........................2Y

Scheffler, Axel, illus. ........................................2Y

Scrimger, Richard ..........................................9Y

Secret Life of Squirrels , The ..........................2Y

Seven Sequels Bundle, The ...........................9Y

Shade & Sorceress ......................................10Y 

Shards of Excalibur, The (series) ..................10Y

Simply Fantastic ...........................................5Y

Sinner ........................................................10Y

Sisters ..........................................................7Y

Sleeper .........................................................9Y

Smith, David J. ...............................................6Y

Smith, Sydney, illus. ........................................5Y

Song of the Sword ......................................10Y

Star Wars™: Jedi Academy #2:  

     Return of the Padawan ..............................7Y

Staunton, Ted ................................................9Y

Stick Man & Other Stories Gift Set .................2Y

Stiefvater, Maggie ........................................10Y

Sweetest Thing You Can Sing, The ..............10Y

Sylvester, Kevin ..............................................8Y

Telgemeier, Raina ..........................................7Y

Neil Flambé Capers Collection, The ..............8Y

This Is Not My Hat  ........................................4Y

Thomson, Regan, illus. ...................................2Y

Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made .............7Y

Timmy Failure: Now Look What You’ve Done 7Y

Timmy Failure: We Meet Again .....................7Y

Tin Soldier ....................................................9Y

To This Day: For the Bullied and Beautiful ......5Y

Tougas, Chris .................................................3Y

Twist of the Blade ........................................10Y

Unmaking, The ...........................................10Y

Unnatural Selections ....................................4Y

Villeneuve, Anne  ...........................................3Y

Walking Home .............................................9Y

Walters, Eric ..................................................9Y

Willett, Edward ............................................10Y

Wilson, John ..................................................9Y

Winter Moon Song .......................................3Y

Wolf and Me, The .........................................9Y

Wow Wow and Haw Haw ..............................3Y

Year in the Life of a Total and Complete  

      Genius, A .................................................9Y

Zimmermann, Werner, illus. ............................3Y

bd

Canada’s  
Independent 

Bookstores 
 
have been cornerstones of their 

communities for as long as books 

have been published in Canada. 

Independent booksellers provide 

a vital starting place for dreams 

and journeys, for the realities and 

fantasies that can only be found  

in the pages of books. 

Unique, individualistic and—most of 

all—independent, booksellers have 

one thing in common above all else—

their devotion to bringing the finest 

books to you: their readers and their 

communities. 

This Books for Everybody gift guide 

is a hand-picked selection of some 

of the best books being published 

this season, both in Canada and 

internationally. These are some of 

our recommendations—we hope you 

enjoy them!

Stop by to discover the entire vast 

assortment of books independent 

bookstores carry to meet your interests 

and needs.

bd



ORDER FORM                    Make sure to fill in ALL contact information. 

ISBN PAGE TITLE PRICE QTY AMOUNT
9780670067138 2Y The Boy in Number Four $19.99

9781771381147 2Y First Hockey Words $15.95

9780545726061 2Y The Scarecrows’ Wedding $18.99

9780670068227 2Y The Secret Life of Squirrels $19.99 

9781407142999 2Y Stick Man and Other Stories Gift Set $17.99

9781443124522 3Y Dashing Through the Snow:  
A Canadian Jingle Bells $16.99

9781771470575 3Y Dojo Daycare $16.95

9781443133203 3Y Fox and Squirrel Make a Friend $14.99

9781443133234 3Y Good Morning, Canada $16.99

9781771380508 3Y Goodnight, You $16.95

9781554535910 3Y If Kids Ruled the World $18.95

9781771381130 3Y Loula and the Sister Recipe $18.95

9781554983209 3Y Winter Moon Song $18.95

9781550814620 3Y Wow Wow and Haw Haw $19.95

9780763655983 4Y I Want My Hat Back $18.00 

9781927485583 4Y Peach Girl $19.95

9780763662295 4Y Sam and Dave Dig a Hole $19.00

9780763655990 4Y This Is Not My Hat $18.00

9781459805552 4Y Unnatural Selections $19.95

9781927485132 5Y Bear on the Homefront $19.95

9781454904465 5Y Goodnight Songs $19.95

9782924217238 5Y I Know An Old Lady  
Who Swallowed a Fly

$22.95

9781770494497 5Y Julia, Child $19.99

9781771081504 5Y Music is for Everyone $19.95

9782924217214 5Y Simply Fantastic:  
Introduction to Classical Music

$22.95

9781554516391 5Y To This Day:  
For the Bullied and Beautiful $19.95

Name: Date:
Address: Phone:

Email:

City:
Province:
Special Instructions:



ISBN PAGE TITLE PRICE QTY AMOUNT

9781927485637 6Y A Brush Full of Colour:  
The World of Ted Harrison

$22.95

9781609911164 6Y Fun Facts & Silly Stories 3 $8.99

9781609911188 6Y Fun Facts and Silly Stories:  
The Big One!

$20.95

9781894786348 6Y If: A MindBending New Way of 
Looking at Big Ideas and Numbers

$19.95

9780545504904 7Y
Captain Underpants and the  

Tyrannical Retaliation of the Turbo 
Toilet 2000

 $10.99 

9780545540599 7Y Sisters (hc) $26.99

9780545540605 7Y Sisters (pb) $11.99

9780545621250 7Y Star WarsTM: Jedi Academy #2:  
Return of the Padawan

$13.99

9781771381505 7Y Jasper John Dooley: Left Behind (pb) $8.95

9780763660505 7Y Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made $14.99 

9780763660512 7Y Timmy Failure: Now Look What 
You've Done

$14.99 

9780763673758 7Y Timmy Failure: We Meet Again $14.99 

9780545433150 8Y Amulet Book 6: Escape From Lucien $13.99

9780316320382 8Y Bad Magic $19.00

9781554984251 8Y  Elevator Ghost (hc) $14.95

9781554984268 8Y Elevator Ghost (pb) $9.95

9781770863910 8Y Gottika $12.95

9780545522250 8Y The Iron Trial:  
Book 1 of the Magisterium

$19.99

9781459724211 8Y Jake and the Giant Hand: Weird  
Stories Gone Wrong, Book 1

$9.99

9781481432382 8Y The Neil Flambé Capers Collection $31.99

9781459805408 9Y Broken Arrow $10.95

9781459805491 9Y Coda $10.95

9781459805347 9Y Double You $10.95

9781459805378 9Y From the Dead $10.95

9781443139120 9Y The Madman of Piney Woods $18.99

9781459808256 9Y The Seven Sequels Bundle $64.95

9781459805439 9Y Sleeper $10.95

9781459805460 9Y Tin Soldier $10.95

9780385681575 9Y Walking Home $12.99

9781459805316 9Y The Wolf and Me $10.95

9781443133173 9Y
A Year in the Life of a Total and 

Complete Genius
$14.99

9780545424967 10Y Blue Lily, Lily Blue: Raven Cycle #3 $19.99

9780545424936 10Y Raven Cycle #1: The Raven Boys (pb) $10.99



ISBN PAGE TITLE PRICE QTY AMOUNT

9780545424950 10Y Raven Cycle #2: The Dream Thieves 
(pb)

$10.99 

9781550505931 10Y Bone, Fog, Ash & Star:  
The Last Days of Tian Di, Book III

$12.95

9781550505146 10Y Shade & Sorceress:  
The Last Days of Tian Di, Book I

$12.95

9781550505597 10Y The Unmaking:  
The Last Days of Tian Di, Book II

$12.95

9780545654579 10Y Sinner $19.99

9781770864115 10Y The Sweetest Thing You Can Sing $14.95

9781550505993 10Y Twist of the Blade:  
The Shards of Excalibur, Book II  $14.95

9781550505801 10Y Song of the Sword: 
 The Shards of Excalibur, Book I

$14.95

TOTAL (BEFORE TAX)
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